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Abstract. In connection with the importance of ABC method analysis in company management, this can be applied to rattan companies that aim to classify or group raw material inventories and find out the raw material items often used in each production. From the results of this study, it can be concluded that the ABC analysis approach to controlling rattan raw material inventory can be classified as follows: Class A classification is classified as raw materials that require strict control, consisting of Mandola Polished AB rattan raw materials, CL rattan Lasio Mandola Polished BC rattan. Class B classification is classified as requiring moderate control, consisting of 8 items of rattan raw materials, namely Tohiti rattan, which has a percentage of total cost, Subaliyu rattan, Semambo rattan, Pietrit rattan, Mandola Semi Polished AB rattan, Mandola Semi Polished CD rattan, Core rattan, Manau rattan. Class C classification includes loose control, consisting of 4 rattan raw materials items: Mandola Semi Polished BC rattan, Jawit rattan, Mandola Semi Polished CD rattan, and Sanjat rattan.
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INTRODUCTION

ABC classification, often referred to as ABC analysis, is a classification of a group of materials in descending order based on the cost of use per period (price per unit multiplied by the volume of use of that material over a certain period). A commonly used time is one year. ABC analysis can also be determined using other criteria rather than solely based on cost criteria depending on what essential factors determine the material. The ABC classification is commonly used in inventory control (Rosnani Ginting, 2007).

In each period, rattan raw materials have excessive inventory caused by improper ordering because they still use estimates without theoretical calculations to place orders, which results in cost overruns or waste. There will be a risk of storage damage to raw materials, and the quality of raw materials decreases, so special handling is needed in inventory control. In essence, inventory will
remain to anticipate unexpected fluctuations in demand, but efforts are made to minimize the amount of inventory.

There is no grouping of rattan raw materials based on the level of need, which causes all types of rattan raw materials to be stocked in large quantities and the determination of the optimal quantity that must be stocked. For this reason, controlling several kinds of raw materials requires grouping raw materials based on priority, so there must be special handling in inventory control. In connection with the importance of ABC method analysis in company management, this can be applied to rattan companies that aim to classify or group raw material inventories and find out the raw material items often used in each production

**METHOD**

The research method used is a quantitative research method that aims to determine the grouping and problems of raw material inventory so that there are no vacancies or buildups and reduce the occurrence of raw material defects and optimal raw material inventory. The data used are:

a) Primary Data: Observations and interviews
b) Secondary Data: general company data, raw material inventory data, raw material price data

Data processing using the ABC method. ABC analysis divides inventory into three classes based on inventory's value (volume). The criteria of each class in the ABC analysis are as follows:

1. Class A Inventory with a high annual volume value of rupiah. Inventory belonging to this class requires excellent attention in procurement because it impacts high costs and intensive inspections.
2. Class B Inventory with a medium annual rupiah value. In this class, moderate control techniques are required.
3. Class C Inventory, whose annual volume is low, is only about 10% of the total inventory value. In this class, knowing what important factors determine the material is necessary. The ABC classification is commonly used in inventory control.

**DISCUSSION**

From the data processing process, results are obtained as shown in the following table:
Based on the calculations in the table above, 16 items of rattan raw materials can be classified into three classes, namely:

1. **Class A classification** with a total cost of Rp. 89,790,000 for one year from June 2019 to May 2020, with a total class A cost of Rp. 401,335,000 or 75.44% of the total cost, so class A raw materials must be appropriately stored by reporting the receipt and use of goods based on the needs calculation, regular checking, and continuous monitoring. Inventory control classified as class A is classified as raw materials that require strict control. Class A classification consists of raw materials: (a) Mandola Polished AB rattan, (b) CL rattan, (c) Lasio rattan, (d) Mandola Polished BC 2 rattan.

2. **Class B classification** with a total cost of Rp 99,381,500 or equal to 18.69% of the total cost, so class B raw materials require good storage, namely the use of goods based on past usage calculations or demand lists, checking changes in needs, and monitoring for possible inventory shortages. Inventory control classified as class B is classified as requiring moderate control. Class B classification consists of 8 items of rattan raw materials, namely: (a) Tahiti rattan has a percentage of total cost, (b) Subaliyu rattan, (c) Semambo rattan, (d) Pietrite rattan, (e) Mandola Semi Polished AB rattan, (f) Mandola Semi Polished CD rattan, (g) Core rattan, (h) Manau rattan.

3. **Class C classification** with a total class C cost of Rp 31,309,500, or equal to 5.88% of the total total cost. This class C raw material, when it reaches the point of reordering, the
reorder is carried out, checking is done by comparing to needs, and monitoring is unnecessary or little done. Control of the inventory of class C raw materials includes loose control. Consists of 4 items of rattan raw materials, namely: (a) Mandola Semi Polished BC rattan, (b) Jawit rattan, (c) Mandola Semi Polished CD rattan, (d) Sanjat rattan

CONCLUSION

From the results of this study, it can be concluded that with the ABC analysis approach, rattan raw material inventory control can be classified as follows:

1. Class A classification is classified as raw materials that require strict control, consisting of raw materials: (a) Mandola Polished AB rattan, (b) CL rattan, (c) Lasio rattan, and (d) Mandola Polished BC rattan.
2. Class B classification is classified as requiring moderate control, consisting of 8 items of rattan raw materials, namely: (a) Tohiti rattan has a percentage of the total cost of (b) Subaliyu rattan, (c) Semambo rattan, (d) Pietrit rattan, (e) Mandola Semi Polished AB rattan, (f) Mandola Semi Polished CD rattan, (g) Core rattan, (h) Manau rattan.
3. This Class C classification includes loose control, consisting of 4 items of rattan raw materials, namely: (a) Mandola Semi Polished BC rattan, (b) Jawit rattan, (c) Mandola Semi Polished CD rattan, (d) Sanjat rattan
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